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Abstract. In this paper I address the dynamics of learning in unsupervised neural
feat-discovery
networks. The models intmduced incorporate fccdfomard conneetiom modified by a Hebb law, and recumnt lateral co-ctiom
modified by an
anti-Hebb law. Conditions for stability of equilibria M derived, and bifurcation theory is used to explore the behaviour near loss of stability. Stability of the eguiliiria
is shown to depend on the learning rates in the system, and on the statistics of the
input signal. The bifurcation analyses reveal previously overlooked behaviours, including equilibria that consist of m i x t u n s of the principal eigmvectom of the input
autocomlation, well aa limit cycles. The reaulte provide a more complete picture
of adaptation in Hebhisn featme-discovery networks.

-

1. Introduction
One of the problems faced by both' natural and artificial adaptive systems is the
construction of efficient representations of the environment. In recent years there has
been considerable interest in the notion that local Hebbian adaptation can provide a
mechanism for building such representations.
Oja (1982) made a remarkable observation that provides a link between Hebbian
learning rules and ideas from signal processing. He showed that a simple model neuron,
with a particular Hebbian adaptation rule, develops into a filter for the first principal
component of the input distribution. Linsker (1988) extended this idea by suggesting
that perceptual systems organize themselves to maximize information transfer. (A
thorough theoretical account of Linsker's early simulations is given by MacKay and
Miller (1990).)
Several researchers have extended Oja's work, suggesting Hebhian networks that
perform a complete principal component analysis (PCA). Oja and Karhunen (1985)
discuss an algorithm that maps to a threelayer, feedforward network of linear neurons
(Oja 1989). Sanger (1989) proposed an algorithm that uses a set of cascaded feedback
projections to the input space, and gives a convergence proof bawd on Oja's original
work. This architecture singles out a particular cell for each principal component.
Both of these models have good convergence properties, and are useful for signal
encoding applications (Leen et 01 1990).
In a fundamentally different approach, lateral connections between the nodes are
introduced. The adaptation of the lateral connection strengths and the effect of the
laterally propagated signals on the nodes are designed to force each node to tune
0954-898X/91/010085+21$03.50 @ 1991 IOP Publishing Ltd
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to a different statistical feature. Rubner and Schulten (1990) discuss a model with
cascaded lateral signal paths; the ith cell receives lateral signals from all cells j with
j < i. Like Sanger’s scheme, this architecture singles out a particular cell for each
principal component. In contrast, the models discussed here have no architecturally
distinguished cells. This enhances their biological plausibility. Foldiak (1989) employs
recurrent lateral connections that develop according to an anti- Hebbian rule. The cells
in this algorithm do not, in general, filter for the principal components, but rather for
mixtures of the principal components. I show that this arises from a bifurcation that
results from the form of the anti-Hehb rule.
From a dynamical viewpoint, algorithms that use lateral connections are poorly
understood. The goal of this paper is to help forma more complete picture of featurediscovery models that use lateral signal flow. I discuss two new models, with particular
emphasis on their learning dynamics. The models incorporate Hebbian and antiHebbian learning, and recurrent lateral connections. The anti-Hebbian rules depart
slightly from forms previously given in the literature.
I give stability analyses and derive bifurcation diagram for the models. Stability
analysis shows that the adaptation of the lateral connections needs to be fast relative to the adaptation of the weights from the input, in order for the network to
perform PCA. Bifurcation theory provides a description of the behaviour near loss of
stability. The bifurcation analyses reveal behaviours that previous researchers have
overlooked. These include equilibria in which the weight vectors are combinations of
the eigenvectors of the input’s autocorrelation, as well as limit cycles. I have used a
computer algebra systemt to effectively handle stability and bifurcation calculations
for the high-dimensional network equations.
In the next section, I make some general observations on stability that hold for a
broad class of models. In section 3, I develop a model that treats the lateral connections in an unorthodox way. The signals carried on the lateral connections affect cell
plasticity, but not the cell activation. The model in section 4 uses lateral signals in
the conventional way with signals affecting the activity of the target node.
2. Extending the single-neuron model

In Oja’s (1982) model the input vector, z E R N ,is a random variable drawn from a
stationary probability distribution. The vector of synaptic weights is denoted w , and
the postsynaptic response is linear,
a,

= w.2 = 2Tw

(1)

where the superscript T denotes transpose. The discrete rule for the adaptation of
the synaptic strengths is

where 6w is the change in the weight vector in reponse to the input z,and y is the
learning rate. The first term in (2) is the usual Hebbian correlation term. The second
term in (2) is an active decay which prevents the magnitude of the weight vector from
diverging.
t MATHEMATICA

version 1.2, Copyright 1988 and 1989, WolfI’m bearch Inc.
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Averaging over the ensemble of inputs, and passing to the continuous time form
(Ljung 1977, and references therein) leaves
U =

where (

(3)

(zy)-(y*)w

...) indicates the ensemble average. Substituting (1) into (3) leaves
& = Q w - ( w . Q w ) w E f(w)

(4)

where Q = (d).
is ?he Lutncorre!a?ion of ?he inpttt patterns. 1 denok the (unitmagnitude) eigenvectors of Q by ei, i = 1,. ,N. The corresponding eigenvalues are
assumed to be ordered as A, > A, > . .. > A, > 0.
Equation (4) has equilibria when the weight vector is along, or opposite, any of
the eigenvectors of the autocorrelation. Only the equilibrium at w = &el is stable;
the other equilibria are saddle points. In fact, Oja shows that the weight vector
asymptotically approaches &e,. The varianceof the cell's response is thus maximized,
and the cell acta as a filter for the fikt principal component of the input distribution.
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2.f. Eztending to multiple cells
The goal is to extend this scheme t o a system of M 5 N cells whose weight vectors
converge to the leading M eigenvectors of the autocorrelation. Consider a set of M
linear neurons with weight vextors U::.
. . :wII connecting each to the N-dimensional
input space. The model is built by replicating (4) for each cell and adding suitable
interaction terms designed to force the weight vectors to converge to different eigenvectors of the input's autocorrelation.
If the interactions between cells are parametrized by a coupling constant (e.g. a
learning rate) then there will be a critical value for this parameter below which the
desired equilibrium will lose stability. To show this I will m u m e that the interactions
between the cells are weak and treat them as a perturbation. The equations of motion
then take the form
Gi = f j ( ~ j ) + C G j ( w i ,...,uM,'))

i = l , ...,M

(5)

where fi is a vector field of the same form as in (4), C is a coupling constant which
specifies the strength of the interactions, and Gi carries the interactions between the
cells. The 7 are auxiliary state variables appearing in the interactions. Additional
differential equations describe the evolution of the auxiliary variables,
eij

= f",>(W,P,C).

(6)

In the following sections the auxiliary variables will take the form of the strengths
-FI..+..--I
"-..-I:--"L
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associated with these lateral couplings.
I further assume that at C = 0 the system (5), (6) has an equilibrium a t wi =
ei, q j j = q:j. This equilibrium cannot be stable since the cells with w i = ei for i > 1
will inherit the instabilities of (4). Assuming that qo is continuous in C,one can show
that the instabilities will persist for small values of C. Consequently, for any such
mode! there is B minhcrr! v a ! ~
fer IC[be!ou. vhich the equi!ibri.is .ns?ab!e. The
two models we consider both exhibit this behaviour (see also Rubner and Schulten
(1990)).
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3. Minimal coupling

In this section interactions between the cells are introduced in a minimal fashion. The
signals on the lateral connections will mediate synaptic plasticity, but do not directly
affect cell responses to the input signal. This model is obtained by writing a potential
for the singleneuron model of section 2, and augmenting this singleneuron potential
with interaction terms designed to orthogonalize the weight vectors. The interactions
are made local by introducing lateral couplings between the cells. This derivation
leads naturally to an anti-Aebbian adaptation rule for the lateral connections.
3.1. Potential formulation
I extend the singlecell system to an array of M cells, with weight vectors w i , i =
1,. . ,M ,and linear responses yi = w i . z. The derivation is built on a potential formulation. The model in (4) performs hill-climbing on the variance of the cell response.
Thus the Aebb term, Q w , in (4) is recovered by taking minus the gradient of

Downloaded By: [OHSU Science & Engineering Library] At: 11:16 16 April 2009
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(7)

U(w)=-4(y2)=-$w.Qw

with respect to w .
Following Yuille et al (1989) (see also Fuchs and Aaken 1988) I introduce an
interaction potential that penalizes correlations between the cell responses

This form elevates the potential in regionsof the weight space where the cell responses
are correlated or anticorrelated. The total potential is given by combining (8) with
M copies of (7),
M

u*,t =

U(w;)

+ cI

i=l

M

= -12

(w; . Q w i )

+ ;C

(wi , Qw,)'

(9)

i#j

i= 1

where C is a coupling constant (cf subsection 2.1).
A vector field given by the gradient of U,, will lead to unbounded weight vectors.
In order to avoid this divergence, I introduce a decay term of the form given in (4).
The equations of motion for the w are

Gi = -Vu,(I- ( w i . Q u i )W ,

= Q~~ - c

(wi. Q

~Q~~~ - (wi
) . Q ~ ,oi.
)

(10)

j $i

To help interpret (lo), I rewrite i t in terms ofensemble averages over the input patterns
and the response of the ith cell, yi = w i . z. Thus

4 =(ZYi) - c C(YjYj)(ZYj) -

(Y,?)Wi
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The first term on the right-hand side of (11) drives changes in the weight vector
according to the correlation between the the input signal z and the modified response,

The jth term of the sum in (12) is the response yj gated by a factor proportional to
the correlation between cells j and i. This correlation is not computed locally within
the network. Furthermore the response of the j t h cell is not locally available to cell i.

Downloaded By: [OHSU Science & Engineering Library] At: 11:16 16 April 2009

3.2. Local realization
The most natural way to localize these computations is to provide a set of lateral
connections between tbe cells. For this model the cell activities are computed only
from the signals carried on the weights wi as in (1). The signals carried on the lateral
connections will mediate synaptic plasticity without directly influencing cell response.
I introduce a symmetric matrix of M(M - 1)/2 distinct lateral connection
strengths,
i , j = l ,..., M ,
7..
** = 0

v..
11

#j

and require that these equilibriate to - C(yi yj). The simplest dynamics to carry out
this relaxation is

where d is a rate constant, This form captures the notion that the lateral connections
develop to oppose correlations, ( yi y . ), between the cell responses.
Finally, I make the substitution d w i . Q w j -+ - q .i ,J in (10) to obtain the equations
of motion for the forward weights,
wi =

Qui

+ C qtj Qwj

- ( w i , Qui)wi.

(14)

i#i

Eq?J&p
..
(13) a?.. (14) are the &p,t&!on dynami.. for ,the system Qf M
. cd!r with
weights wi from the input space and lateral connections vij.

3.3. Sfability and bifumation behaviour
The stability of the desired equilibrium is dependent on the free parameters, in accord
with the discussion in subsection 2.1. The primary result is that the adaptation of the
lateral connections needs to be fast relative to the adaptation of the forward weights in
order for the system to perform a principal components analysis. Beyond the stability
analysis, I derive bifurcation diagrams for the system.
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3.3.1. Siability. By inspection (13)and (14) have an equilibrium at

X,E{wi=ei,i=l
,...,M ; qij=O}

VC.

(15)

To treat the stability of this equilibrium it is convenient to expand the wi in the basis
of eigenvectors of Q, writing the components as

4

wi.e.

J'

Next, collect all variables into a single coordinate vector and arrange the components
as
3

1

.. .
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{U;,U;,

.

M
UM-l
, .(wMM-l> M
I?M-l,M)>
,U$},(U?+1,. , ,U?, ,Uy)].
N

X = [(wf,w:,11Z)~(WIrW311113),

.

. ..

(16)

vector contains M ( M - 1)/2 triplets of the form ( U ~ ~ MWcomponents
~ ~ ~
M ( N - M) components in the last block. The components in the last block
are the projections of the weight vectors onto the eigenvectors of Q orihogonal to the

U:,and

M-dimensional principal component subspace. In this notation, the equilibrium (15)
at which the network performs PCA is at

x, = [(O,O,O), ... (O,O,O), { L L . . . } > ( O , O , , , .)I.
I

(17)

I write the equations of motion (13), (14)in shorthand as
X = F(X,C)

(18)

with F ( X , C ) defined by the components of the right-hand sides of (13)and (14)
arranged in the same order as the coordinate vector (16). The linear part of F(X,C)
determines asymptotic stability of X , . A t X , the linear part takes the block-diagonal
form (see appendix A)

where the 3x3 sub-blocks, [Mij], i < j, are of the form
1,

M $3
..

=

1.Aj -8 xi

[-CdAj

j 1
, -0 , '"i
,

Ai

A,

-CdA,

-d]

and { A ) and ( B )are diagonal matrices of the form

~
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E=

I

i
Concentrate for the moment on '...>lower two blocks A and E. Since the eigenvalues of
Q are ordered according to A, > A, > . .., the elements in these blocks are all negative.
Thus the invariant subspaces corresponding to these blocks are stable eigenspaces. The
block B is of particular interest. This block corresponds to perturbations out of the
principal component subspace. These perturbations are aiways damped, indicating
&I.-1 'I.""ay

I"S

-_^"-

Dye'.=

-----*A
...I
Dpa,,,ru " J

+I.- --:..-;--I
p."LLy"
Y.lr

A---.,ad---

r.(j=rr..Zcuvrr

:e ..-..--t-l;--llrr
ID

-J."p'1""cP,.

J

r+-hIa
OY-VLC.

The only possible instabilities arise in the 3 x 3 sub-blocks M i j . These blocks
define invariant subspaces of DF,, and each can be considered separately. Thus the
stability problem for the entire recurrent network reduces to the consideration of a set
of 3 x 3 matrices.
Applying the Routh-Hurwitz (Willems 1970) conditions to the characteristic equation for Mi: shows that the equilibrium X, is asymptotically stable provided

These conditions must be satisfied for all choices of the indices ( i , j j . The critical
values CO and do depend on the eigenvalue spectrum of Q, so the stability of the
equilibrium is dependent on the second-order statistics of the input signal. Note that
for a given value of C,(24) is apt to be violated for networks with a large number of
cells since COincreases with decreasing (&,Aj). In particular the lowest value of Cijo
occurs Cor the largest ( i , j ) . This is the minimum value of C for which the desired
equilibrium is stable.
9.9.2. Bifurcation behaviour. I want to locate the equilibria

F(X(C),C)= 0

(25)

near ( X , , CO)and determine their stability. A direct solution of (25) is intractable.
Liapunov-Schmidt reduction (Go!obitsky and Schaeffer 1984) t o
replace the high-dimensional system (25) with a low-dimensional system

___
r n s____
t e d ! use the

C)= 0

!Al.!

(26)

T K Leen
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which is easily solved. The reduced system (26) is equivalent to (25) in the sense that
the zeros of g are in one-+one correspondence with the zerm of F,and the stability
of the bifurcating equilibria can be inferred from g . In this sense the reduced function
completely characterizes the bifurcation. T h e reduction is accomplished by means of
a Perturbation expansion about the bifurcation point (X,,Co).
Details are given in
appendix B.
To describe the bifurcation from X,,I assume that the stability condition (24)
is violated for a single pair of indices (i,j). At C = Cijo, M i j has a simple zero
eigenvalue. The corresponding eigenvector of DF, is denoted ur. The reduced function
is a real-valued function of the scalar variables z and C,where z is the displacement
from X , along ur. The equilibrium Xo corresponds to z = 0.
The perturbation expansion shows that, to third order in z, the reduced function
is
g(z,C) = -d

(Xi+ Xj)(C - CO)z

+ d z3 + . . .

(27)

which is the normal form for a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. Generically, the
reduced function is of the form

+ p z 3 + ... .

&,c) = ~ ( c - c , )+~~2

The term quadratic in z is missing from (27) by virtue of inversion symmetries in
the iiystziii. For examp!e, iii a ixkioik of C+o ce!!s, eq~ationa( S I and (14) and the
equilibrium (X,)are invariant under the transformation

k = 2, ...,N

k
w1
--w1 k

1

w2
'112

--

+ -U12
712.

The reduced function, g(z, C), inherits the inversion symmetry. Consequently the
term quadratic in z is absent. (There are analogous symmetries for larger networks,
although the full symmetry group for arbitrary networks is not known at present.)
The bifurcation diagram (the solution set of g(z,C) = 0) is shown in the upper
portion of figure 1. The branch corresponding to the equilibrium X, is stable for
C > COand unstable for C < Co. Two unstable branches are present for C > Co. At
the equiiibria on the unstabie branches the forward weight vectors are mixtures of ei
and e j , and the lateral connection qij is non-zero. Calculations indicate that the form
of this bifurcation is independent of both the number of nodes, M , in the network as
well as the dimension, N ,of the input space.
The position of stable equilibria away from (X,,
CO)can be inferred from terms
in the bifurcation expansion of order '2 and higher, or alternatively as follows. For

,,,,

-:--I:>:,..
J

y"L1Yy

,
r

.
.
.
.
:
.
I
IL^
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^I^^

-r

LVIIJIUCI I U C Lo15 U,

I.._

bW"

"-11.

Clilla.

,
r

~

CA*,,
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which both weight vectors are proportional to the principal eigenvector,

x, 2 { (w,'1) I w1 = *U, =
This is asymptotically stable provided

1

el,

'112

re-

DVlUllVLl LVL

= 7 CAI
s
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I

I

Figure 1. Bifurcation diagram for the minimal model. Heavy lines are stable
bran&- and light lines M unstabk br-hs.
Insets show the receptive fieldscor-ding
to equilibria on the stable branches.

If the first condition in (29) is violated, then there is a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation, (bottom portion of figure 1). (I have not determined the normal form
under violation of the second condition of (29).) The equilibria on the stable bifurcating branches are mixtures of el and ez with non-zero qI2. These branches presumably
join the unstable supercritical branches of the bifurcation at (X,, CO).
Finally if the condition on d in (23) is violated for a single pair of indices (i,j)
while the condition on C in (24) is satisfied, then the equilibrium X, loses stability
through a Bopf bifurcation. A pair of complex-conjugate eigenvalues of DF, cross the
imaginary axis at
zk iA,

-d

= fi ( X i - A j )

and the forward weights and lateral connection strengths will begin to oscillate.
9.9.9. Numerical results. Numerical integration of (13) and (14) for the case of two
cells confirms the picture developed above. For large C , the weight vectors converge
to the leading eigenvectors of the autocorrelation. For C < C,, the weight vectors
collapse to the leading eigenvector. Values of C are found at which the weight vectors
converge to mixtures of the eigenvectors of the correlation.
As an example, the insets in figure 1 show the receptive fields (wl and w2) corresponding to the stable branches of the bifurcation diagram. The two curves in each
diagram depict the converged forward weight vectors for the two cells in the network.
Each weight vector has 19 components. The magnitude of each of the components is
plotted on the ordinate as a function of the component number along the abscissa.
These configurations were generated by a correlation matrix corresponding to an
ensemble of N-dimensional noise vectors with short-range correlations between the
components. The elements of the correlation matrix are given by

Q..
= exp [-a ( i - j)’]exp
i)

2

a , p > O , i , j = l , ...,N.

According to the first exponential factor, correlations drop off with separation between
the components. The second factor further reduces correlations between components
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at the edges of the input field. This corresponds to a decreased synaptic density at the
edges of the input field. Similar correlation matrices are used, for example, by Yuille
ef a1 (1989). For the simulations given here, N = 19, a = 0.125, p = 0.04. The first
four eigenvalues of the resulting correlation matrix are (3.908, 2.185, 1.221, 0.682).
For the simulations in figure 1, d = 2.5, do = 0.902.
The bifurcation diagram in figure I was further confirmed by numerical integration,
sweeping the coupling strength up and back down through the bifurcation points.
Figure 2 shows the cosine of the angle between the twu weight vectors, as a function of
the coupling strength C.At the lowest values of C the weight vectors are opposite one
another, corresponding to X,. As C is increased this configuration becomes unstable
and the angle between the weight vectors begins to close. A t the highest values of
C,the weight vectors are orthogonal, corresponding to X,. As for the simulations in
figure 1 , d = 2.5 while do = 0.902t.

t

I

0.05

0.15

0.25

Coupling Strength C
Figure 2. Hysteresis curve obtained by tracing out the hifureation d i a p m of
figure 1 for a two-cell model.

For networks with more than two cells, there are presumably additional bifurcations along the branches emanating from (Xh,Ch). Simulations show various mixed
states. For example, figure 3 shows receptive field configurations generated by a threecell model. The critical coupling value for these simulations is CO= 0.294. Figure 3(a)
shows the receptive fields for C = 1.0. These are the eigenfunctions of the input correlation. Figure 3(b) shows the receptive fields generated at C = 0.28. One of the nodes
has converge^ io
;ea&oge~geofunciion ;U; iinej, whiie
other $WO
havie
converged to mixtures of the second and third correlation eigenfunctions. Figure 3(c)
shows the receptive fields generated at C = 0.18. Two of the nodes have converged to
the leading eigenfunction, while the third has converged to the second eigenfunction.
Again d = 2.5, while do = 2.2.

3.4. Activity-dependent adaplafion
The conditions on the stability of X, suggest that the adaptation rule for the lateral
connection strengths can be modified to enhance the stability of X,. Examining (23)
and (24), it is clear that the critical value for C x d is bounded above by unity.
Furthermore the relaxation rate required by (23) is bounded above by

do = X i + Xi

t The destabilization of Xo
UZOm.

occurs

somewhat below CO,pmumshly due to numerical integration
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Figure 3. Receptive fields generated in a threecell
simulation with CO= 0.294. (a) Weisht vectors at
C = 1.0 M the eigenvectors of the autocodstion.
(6) At C = 0.28, WI = el,w? = 0.477 e3 -0.768 c2,
WJ

ws

= 0.477 ea + 0.768 h .

( c ) At

= 0.766 el, w? = 0.999 Q.

C = 0.18, W I =

which is the sum of the node response variances at the equilibrium point X,.
This suggests that the stability may be improved by weighting the relaxation rate
of the lateral connections by the variance of the cell responses. I make this change,
rewriting (13) as
9ij=-(z+Y;)%j

-

C(YiYj)

-

= - ( w ~ . Q w ~+ ~ j . Q ~ j ) v ; j C W ~ . Q W ~ .

(30)

With this change, the critical 3 x 3 suh-blocks of DF, become

M..=
*>

[

xi - A;
0

-CAj

0

xi - xj
-CAi

"1

-(xi +Aj)

and the conditions for stability of the equilibrium

c >1

(31)

X,,reduce to
(32)

which no longer depends on the spectrum of the autocorrelation. Note that when (32)
is violated, DF,,has M(M - 1)/2 null eigenvectors.
4. Complete coupling

The model presented in the previous section uses the lateral connections to mediate
-,-.':.:L-~
L...
- ~ 1 1.
........
1.
I
.
, ,: ......
---,-I
&L-. .
.... 'L.
D U G iioc ceii responues. i n cnis secriou 1 aiscuss a moaei mac uses Lne
piasalcicy,
lateral connections in the usual sense. Conditions for stability are given, as well as
the behaviour near the loas of stability. I also suggest an enhancement similar to that
in subsection 3.4, that provides a more robust algorithm.
_.I
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4.1. Equations of motion

I define the M x N matrix of forward weights, w , connecting the input space to the
cell array. The ith row of w is the weight vector, wi, to the ith cell of the array. The
matrix q has the same structure as in section 3. In addition, y E RM denotes the
vector of cell responses. The components of y are denoted yi, i = 1 , . . ,M.
The response of a cell is given by the s u m of the forward-propagated signals and
the laterally propagated signals,

.

g

=

iu'z

+ Ti,

Solving for y leaves
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y

= (l-q)-'uz

(33)

uwz.

In an analog VLSI or biological system the matrix inversion in (33) would be calculated implicitly through the node dynamics (assuming convergent activation dynamics
(Hirsch 1989)t). For implementation in a digital system, or for simulation without explicit node dynamics, some form of direct matrix inversion would need to he calculated.
Simulations show that a truncated series expansion of U($ is a viable alternative.
The ensemble-averaged, eontinuous time form of the adaptation rule for the forward weights takes the form

4 =

(YiZ)

-

(YiYi)Wi

or equivalently
& = ( y z T )- Diag(yyT)w
= u w ~- Diag(uwQwTuT!w

(34)

where Diag takes the diagonal elements of its argument. The lateral connection
strengths develop according to
i .11. = d q i , - C ( Y < Y ,=
) dqij
T T
= d vi, - C(UWQWU )iJ

- C(UUT
15 i # j 5 M .

(35)

4.2. Sfability and bifurcafion
This system has an equilibrium at

X,

{wc = ei, i

= 1,..., M ; qij = 0)

VC.

(36)

In order to addreas the stability of the equilibrium, I follow the treatment of
subsection 3.3 and expand the rows of w in the basis of eigenvectors of Q,writing the
components as

4
t
y

wi.ej.

+

For example, the system d y / d f = (l/r)(--y w + ny) has a globdly sttrading fixed point at
= u w s pmvided the matrix (1 - n) is positive definite.
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The variables are regrouped as in (16) and the equations of motion are written as in
(18).

To perform the stability and bifurcation calculations, I expand
in 7
U N

1

U

as a power series

+ 7+ 72 + ri" + . .. .

(37)
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The first-order term is sufficient for the stability calculation. The terms through order
.r" are required to address the bifurcation.
As in subsection 3.3.1, the linear part of the vector field at the equilibrium breaks
into block diagonal form with any instabilities constrained to 3 x 3 sub-blocks. These
sub-blocks take the form

1

Aj - A ;
0
-CAj

M *I
..=

0
X i - Aj
-CA,

' j

(38)

Ai

d

- C(A, + Aj)

The stability conditions read
d>O
d

c>c -

+Aj)

= (A;

+

(Ai

- Aj)2

(Af

+ A?)

It is useful to digress briefly and discuss the form of the adaptation rule (35) for
q in relation to the stability condition (39). Previous authors (Foldiak 1989, Rubner
and Schulten 1990) have used an anti-Aebbian rule of the form

e.. = - ( y . Y,. )
'1

(41)

'

t

The present development shows that for a system with full lateral connectivity, the
PCA equilibrium may not be stable without the linear term. Equation (39) shows that
removing the term linear in q can lead to an instability.
If the stability condition on C is violated, then the network undergoes a Hopf
bifurcation, leading to oscillating solutions. To see this, calculate the characteristic
polynomial of Mij,

P ( L ) = L3

+ (C(&+ A j ) - d ) L2+ [C(A?+ A:)

- (A; - Aj)'] L + d(X,

- Xj)'.

(42)

At C = CO,
the roots of (42) are

L, =

-(Ai

- Aj)Z(Ai
A'

+ A!

+ Aj)

(43)

(44)

The pair of roots in (44) are pure imaginary provided d
of pure imaginary eigenvalues at C = Co.

> 0, so DF, develops a pair
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The conditions for a non-degenerate Hopf bifurcation are satisfied. If (40) is vi*
lated for a single pair of indices (i,j ) then DF, has only a single pair of eigenvalues on
the imaginary axis. Second, these eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis with non-zero
speed as C passes through Co.To verify the crossing condition, calculate the rate of
change of the real part of the complex-conjugate eigenvalues at CO,

- -dAi(A?

+ Aj)(Ai + (Ai - Aj)')
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2 [d2(Ai

- Aj)4

+ A:]

<O

(45)

which confirms that X, is stable for C > Ca. Thus there is a non-degenerate Aopf
bifurcation at (X,,CO).
I applied the technique given by Golubitsky and Schaeffer (1984) to determine
whether the bifurcation issuper- or subcritical. The calculations were carried out with
a computer algebra package and the results corroborated by independent numerical
analysis of the bifurcation equations at specific values of (A,, Aj), and by numerical
integration of the equations of motion. I carried out the calculations for the case of
two cells in a two-dimensional input space (five degrees of freedom).
I find that the direction of the bifurcation depends on the eigenvalues A, and A,
appearing in M , , . The expression for the function that determines the direction of
the bifurcation is rather complicated, and the results are best displayed graphically.
Figure 4 shows the regions corresponding to sub- and supercritical bifurcation for
d = 1. The shaded region in the plot corresponds to values of (A,, A,) for which the
bifurcation is supercritical, with unstable periodic orbits near X, for C > Ca. The
unshaded region corresponds to subcritical bifurcation with stable periodic orbits near
X, for C < C o .

~~

2

4

6

8 1 0

A,
Figure 4. Regions in the (XI, A?) p l m corresponding to superwitid (shaded) and
subcrilicd (unshaded) Hapf bifurcations in the complete model.

Simulations show that even for values of (A,, A,) corresponding to a supercritical
bifurcation, there are stable periodic orbits for C < Co. This suggests that the
complete bifurcation diagram in the supercritical regime is shaped like the bottom of
a wine bottle, only the indentation of which is shown in figure 4.
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4.3. Adiuily-dependent adaptation
As in subsection 3.4, the stability of the PCA equilibrium is enhanced by modulating
the adaptation rate of the lateral connections according to the cell response variances.
I make this change, replacing (35) with
kj=(Y;+Y;)vij

-

T
C ( Y Y )ij

= [ ( u w Q w T uT)ii
-C(uwQw

+

( U W Q W T U T) j j ] q , j

1SifjsM.

T UT )ij

(46)
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With this change, the critical sub-blocks of DF,,take the form

M =I
.. =

[

xj -xi
0

-CA;

0

xi - Xj
-CA,

4
Xi

(1 - cp,

1

+ Xj)J

(47)

and the condition for stability of the equilibrium X , reads

c”+

(Xi - X j ) Z

x;+xj

which, unlike (40) is bounded above by 2.
Lastly in an artificial system, it is desirable to avoid calculating the matrix inversion (l-q)-’ that appears in the equation for the output activation (33). Simulations
in which this inverse is approximated by the first two terms of its series expansion
u=l+q

provide reasonably good convergence

5. Discussion

The aim of this paper has been to give a theoretical description of learning in featurediscovery models; in particular those that use lateral interactions to ensure that cells
tune to different features in the environment. Towards this end, I have introduced two
neural models for linear feature discovery that are based on a combination of Hebbian
learning, and recurrent lateral connections that develop according to an anti-Hebbian
learning rule. Both models employ anti-Hebbian learning rules that include a term
linear in the iateial connections, thus departing from forms picvioiisly gkeii iii the
literature.
The minimal model in section 3 treats the lateral connections in a rather unorthcdox way. The signals carried on the lateral connections affect plasticity but n o t the
target cell activation. This is advantageous for digital implementation. In a model
that uses lateral signal flow to affect cell activation, the values of the cell activities
require time to equilibriate. Here the activities are calculated from the forward signals alone, and this can be done in a single machine cycle. Note that this form of
coupling can also be derived as a low-order approximation to the model in section 4

T 'h Leen
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by expanding the ( y z T )term of (34) in a power series in 7, and retaining only the
linear terms.
Both models have equilibria at which the network performs PCA. There are critical
values of the learning rates (C and d ) below which this equilibrium is unstable. The
bifurcation analyses and simulations show that both models support several solutions.
The minimal model has stable secondary equilibria in which the forward weight
vectors are combinations of the eigenvectors of the input autocorrelation. Furthermore
there is a range of the coupling strength C over which both equilibria are stable (see
figure 1). Within this range, the filter properties of the mature cells will depend on

.*~~
?_:'..,

. - . - , I I - ~ ~ mL.
-
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vectors are oscillating combinations of the eigenvectors of the input autocorrelation.
For the complete model to be useful in this regime, learning would have to be turned
off after an initial period of adaptation.
Both models expand on earlier work on Hebbian feature discovery and principal
component analysis. In the limit of fast relaxation of the lateral weights (large d ) , the
minimal mode! !eve& to the cort,ical cell mode! ofYui!!e e l ai (19R9) that motivated
our derivation. Foldiak (1989) discusses an algorithm which, like the models discussed
here, uses full lateral connectivity. However, the adaptation rule that he uses for the
lateral connections has no linear term, in contrast with the anti-Hebb rule given here.
As discused in section 4 removing the linear term can result in an instability of the
PCA equilibrium; the model without the linear term operates a t a bifurcation point of
the model discussed here.
This study has shown the utility of bifurcation theory in the analysis of unsupervised learning algorithms However, several questions remain unanswered. The bifurcations of the secondary equilibria in the minimal model, or the possibility of
bifurcations from limit cycles to tori in the complete model, is yet to be explored.
The introduction of activity-dependent adaptation rates in subsection 3.4 leads to
a n improvement in the conditions for stability of the PCA equilibrium; compare (32)
wiih (24). iiowever, ihe jdegeneraiej bifurcaiion at the criiicai point has not been
explored, I expect that, like the simpler model, the augmented model will have stable
equilibria that coexist with the PCA equilibrium.
Finally, models that perform PCA employ cells with linenr postsynaptic response.
Apart from the winner-take-all interactions used in competitive learning schemes,
the role of nonlinear postsynaptic response in systems with Hebhian adaptation is
re!ative!y unexp!ored.
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A p p e n d i x A. Stability calculations
This appendix provides details of the stability calculations of section 3. To proceed, I
recast the equations of motion (13) and (14) in the basis of eigenvectors of Q,writing
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the projection of wi onto ej as U : ,

;
i=Ajd+

qimAjui

-

(EAm(w;)2)4

('41)

,n

In#;
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The PCA equilibrium is at X, = {d = Sij,,qij = 0).
The derivatives appearing in the linearization are easily evaluated. First,

Next,

The derivatives of the q terms are

and

ai..

2=

-d6i,6jf

qkf

I 5 i,j 5 M .

('46)

The critical 3 x 3 sub-blocks of DF, are given by the Jacobian matrices

The terms in the sub-block {A) (21) of DF, are from the derivatives of bj. From (A3)
the only non-zero terms are

; ;a =
aw;

-2xi

Finally the sub-block (B)(22) contains derivatives of c$ with 1 5 i 5 M and J > M.
From (A4) it is clear that all the derivatives with respect to q will vanish. The only
remaining terms are

!;2
a -A, - x i <
awl -

0.

Matrix elements outside the block diagonals are easily seen to vanish. This confirms
the form of DF, given in subsection 3.3.1. A similar calculation gives the analogous
form in subsection 4.2.
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The block-diagonal form of DF, simplifies the stability calculations since the subblocks Mij are the only parts where an instability can arise. The characteristic
polynomial for M , j is

P(L) = L3 + L 2 d + L [ d C ( X t + Xj”) - (Xi - X j ) ’ ]

+ d (Xi - X j ) z

[C(Xi

+ - 11.
Xj)

(A10)
I applied the Routh-Hurwitz conditions (Willems 1970) to (A10) to derive the
stability conditions given in subsection 3.3. As a check, it is straightforward to verify
that P ( L ) develops a simple zero root at C = Cijo5 l/(Ai
Aj). This is the value
of C at which the pitchfork develops. To verify the condition on d, observe that P(L)
develops a pair of pure imaginary roots
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Appendix B. Bifurcation calculations
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program, used both interactively and by running code written explicitly for this study.
I used the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction to find the bifurcation normal form. As an
alternative, one could perform a centre manifold reduction a t the bifurcation point.
Here I sketch the calculations for the bifurcation from the PCA equilibrium in the
minimal model. More details on the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction can be found in
Golubitsky and Scbaeffer (1984).
The equations of motion for the weights

x = F ( X , C)
have an equilibrium at X,. I assume that the stability conditions (24) are violated
for a single pair of indices (i, j ) . At C = CO,one of the eigendues of Mi! becomes
zero. The right and left eigenvectors of DF, corresponding to the zero eigenvalue are
denoted U, and U, respectively.
The reduction proceeds as follows. Let S denote the [MN M ( M - 1)/2]dimensional configuration space of variables ( w , ~ ) .Define the projection E : S -+
RangeDF,. Points in the configuration space are given coordinates as

+

x = x, + zv,
with W E (KerDF,,)I.

EF(X,

+w

Using the implicit function theorem, the equation

+ z u r + w,C)= 0

is soived ior W ( z , C )in a neighbourhood of the biiurcation point
since F(X,,C,) = 0, W(O,C,j = 0.

(B1)

(X,,C,j. Note that
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The reduced function is given by

g(z,C) = VI
=u,

. (1 - E)F(X0 + z ur t W(t.,C),C )
'

F(Xo+zu,+W(z,C),C).

(B2)

The zero set of F is in one-to-one correspondence with the zero set of g. The latter is
the bifurcation diagram for the system.
Stability of equilibria is determined from the sign of Og/ Oz. Consider an equilibrium g ( z ( C ) , C) = 0. If ul U, > 0 and Og(z(C), C)/Or < 0, then the equilibrium is
asymptotically stable, and unstable if Og(z(C),C)/Oz > 0.
In practice ( B l ) is solved for the Taylor series expansion of W . The terms in
the series are then substituted into a series expansion of (B2). As an example 1 give
the reduction for a network of M = 2 cells in a three-dimensional input space (seven
degrees of freedom). Calculations show that the results generalize to larger nets. The
coordinates are ordered as
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.

x = [ut, 4,1 1 2 , 4,4 4, 41
with the equilibrium at

x, = [0,0,0, 1,1,0,0].
'The linear part of the vector fieid at X o is
A,-A,
0
-CdX,

0
-A*
-CdA,
A1

A2

A1

-d

DF, =

-2 A,
-2 A,
A3

- AI
A3

- A2

At COthe right and left eigenvectors of DF,,corresponding to eigenvalue zero are
given by

and

3.

-1, 0, 0, 0, 0

(B5)

The coefficients in the series expansion of W that are required to identify the
bifurcation type are found by differentiating (Bl) and solving the resulting expression
for the coefficients. I find

W, = [0,0,0,0,0,0,01
and

(B6)
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The terms in the series expansion of the reduced function needed to identify the
bifurcation are found by differentiating (B2),

gic

= ui ' F,(X,,C,) = 0
= mi D2Fo[ort .,I
= vi (DF, U, t 02Fo[u,,we])

grr.

= uI (D3F01vF,
U,

9,
gaz

(B8)
(B9)
(B10)

.,I + 3D2FoIu,,W z J

(B11)
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The contraction of the second derivative of F with ur is given by

Notice that vi. D2F[u,, U,] vanishes identically so that gIz must vanish. The inversion
symmetry (28) underlies the absence of the quadratic term.
Evaluating the terms in (B10) and (BII), I find
9zc

- -d

(A;

+ A,)

ga l s = 6 d .

To third order, the reduced function is thus
?!

= g,,(C - CO)2

+

1

jj g,,, z3 t . . .

=-d(A1 tA,)(C-C,)z

t dz3.

(813)

For C > CO,the roots of g are a t z, = rtJ(C - CO)(A, + A2), and P = 0. For
C < COthe only root of g is a t z = 0. Since X, corresponds to z = 0, the latter is
stable for C > CO,and unstable for C < Co. By exchange of stability, the secondary
equilibria zB should be unstable. As a check note that for d > do, ur w, > 0. Then,

a g p P=

3dz2

- ( c - c , ) d (+~A 2,)

At z = 0, 8gla.z < 0 for C > COindicatingstability ofX,. At
instability.

P*, a g / a z

> 0 indicating
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